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. Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed a significant proliferation of

nternet-capable devices. While its greatest commercial impact has

een in the area of consumer electronics, with the smartphone

evolution and the uptake of wearables, connecting humans is only

art of a greater trend toward the interconnection of the physical

orld with the digital world. 

While the Internet is a communication network connecting

eople to information, the Internet of Things (IoT) is an intercon-

ected ecosystem of uniquely addressable physical objects with

arying degrees of sensing, processing, and actuation capabilities,

haring the ability to communicate and interoperate through the

nternet as their common denominator [1] . 

With the IoT paradigm, sensor-equipped devices can provide

ne-grained information about the physical world, allowing cloud-

ased resources to extract value from such information and pos-

ibly make decisions to be implemented by actuator-equipped de-

ices, blurring the line between the IoT and the broader concept of

yber-Physical Systems [2–4] , which does not necessarily presup-

ose Internet connectivity per se. 

The vagueness of the term “Things”makes it hard to define the

ver expanding boundaries of the IoT, but at the same time offers

 clear idea of its heterogeneity and its virtually limitless applica-

ion potential. This has spawned very encouraging projections from

arket analysts and corporate players who envision a multi-trillion

ollar market for the IoT. 

As commercial success materializes, the IoT continues to offer a

eemingly boundless supply of opportunities for both business and

esearch. This special issue of Computer Communications is dedi-

ated to the latter, offering a varied collection of research contri-

utions to cutting-edge themes within the IoT space. This special

ssue complements [5] , which focused on architectures, protocols,

nd services. 

. Research areas 

As the IoT is the result of heterogeneous technologies used to

ense, collect, act, process, infer, transmit, notify, manage, and store

ata, there are many research challenges to be addressed spanning

everal research areas (see Fig. 1 ). In the following, we will discuss

he key research directions for each area. 
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.04.024 
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.1. Monitoring and sensing 

Although monitoring and sensing technologies have achieved

ome level of maturity, they continue to evolve, in particular with

egard to energy-efficiency and form factor. Since tags and sen-

ors are expected to be constantly active to acquire real-time

ata, energy-efficiency is crucial to lifetime extension. At the

ame time, recent advances in miniaturization and nanotechnol-

gy/biotechnology have enabled the development of sensors and

ctuators at the nano-scale, fleshing out Kris Pister’s smart dust

ision [6,7] . 

Given the heterogeneity of sensing technologies and the in-

reasingly large number of devices, IPv6 has been proposed as so-

ution to identify IoT objects independently of the sensing technol-

gy. However, what is missing is standard solutions to map the

ddress scheme of the sensing technologies into IPv6 addresses.

dditionally, efficient services for retrieving the object associated

ith a global identifier, and vice-versa, are also required. 

.2. M2M communication 

While there already exist IoT-oriented communication proto-

ols, such as MQTT [8] and CoAP [9] , we still do not have a stan-

ard for a truly open IoT. While every object needs connectivity,

ot every object needs to be Internet-capable, but only capable

nough to get its data to a gateway. As for the most suitable wire-

ess technology for any given object, there are many options, rang-

ng from Bluetooth Low Energy and LoRa [10] to IEEE 802.15.4, but

t is unclear whether they will continue to cover the whole range

f IoT connectivity needs going forward. 

Following the recent trend of pushing processing and stor-

ge towards the edge of the network, Software Defined Network-

ng (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) techniques

romise to deliver the next generation of networks [11,12] . The in-

lusion of virtualization capabilities in the network nodes (e.g., on

ccess routers) brings the service representation (e.g., cloud ser-

ices) closer to the users, resulting in a better match for the appli-

ation requirements as well as lower costs. 

.3. Process, analysis, management 

Processing, analyzing and managing data is extremely chal-

enging due to the heterogeneity and the scale of collected data.

he current trend is to use centralized solutions to offload data

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.04.024
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comcom
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comcom.2016.04.024&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.04.024
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Fig. 1. Overview of the IoT research areas. 
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w  
and perform computationally intensive tasks on a global cloud

platform. However, there is an increasing concern that traditional

cloud architectures may not be able to transfer the massive volume

of data produced and consumed by IoT devices and to support the

associated computational load while meeting timing constraints. To

this end, emerging solutions such as Fog Computing and Mobile

Cloud Computing rely on edge processing to address this challenge

[13–15] . 

Another research direction that is gaining momentum is the

application of Information Centric Networking to the IoT. As

information-centric solutions natively support the efficient re-

trieval of content and the access to services and applications by

name, they seem valuable and scalable solutions to access, transfer

and manage the generated content and its distribution. Obviously,

several challenges arise: for instance, how to efficiently extend the

ICN paradigm beyond the edge of the fixed network, how to in-

clude IoT static and mobile devices, and how to allocate ICN func-

tionality on resource-constrained devices [16,17] . 

The management of devices is also of paramount importance,

and is a complex problem that includes numerous actions to be

taken on devices with different available resources. While the

lightweight implementation of traditional management solutions

[18] might be beneficial in those scenarios where many devices

already use traditional solutions, OMA-DM and OMA Lightweight

M2M (LWM2M) are mainly targeted to scenarios where there are

only IoT constrained devices. However, how to efficiently inte-

grate these protocols into the IoT architecture are open issues [19] .

Moreover, what is missing is open software solutions spanning se-

curity and device management that allow IoT devices and systems

to seamlessly discover each other, dynamically communicate and

interact with nearby devices regardless of brand, communication

layer, platform type, or operating system. 

How to perform essential services such as dynamic service

composition and efficient service discovery is a further IoT chal-

lenge. There exist several approaches currently under investiga-

tion, including the aforementioned Fog Computing or, alternatively,

the application of context-aware computing, as most of IoT ser-

vices and applications are tailored to the specific context and users’

needs. A further solution relies on the Social Internet of Things

[20,21] , i.e., the social network paradigm applied to objects, that

allows to independently establish trust social relationships among

objects that are then exploited to make services more efficient. 

2.4. Applications 

Due to the range and breadth of IoT technologies, applica-

tion development employs a diverse set of approaches and models

ranging from device-centric embedded systems to fully distributed
eal-time approaches. IoT applications need to address a number

f issues that are intrinsic to the nature of the IoT, including real-

ime communication, the presence of both sensing and actuation

ith humans in the loop, and the distributed and heterogeneous

ature of the IoT. 

While none of these requirements are unique and many of

hem have already been explored individually by the research com-

unity, they must often be addressed jointly by IoT applications. 

.5. Security and privacy 

Researchers have long known of the vulnerabilities that cur-

ently exist in numerous IoT devices [22] . Recent attacks on IoT

ystems demonstrate the need for comprehensive security archi-

ectures that protect systems and data from end to end. The threat

f stepping stone attacks that exploit weaknesses in individual de-

ices to enter a system and gain access to devices that are more

ecure from the outside is a driving motivation for comprehensive

ecurity solutions. This includes research in efficient applied cryp-

ography for both system and data security [23] , non-cryptographic

echniques for security [24] , and frameworks for helping develop-

rs more easily develop secure systems on heterogeneous devices

25] . Even with cryptographic security services that are capable of

unning on resource constrained IoT devices, we need research to

nable users of all skill levels to securely deploy and use IoT sys-

ems despite the limited user interfaces available with most IoT

evices. 

Recent privacy research in IoT has focused on the important

rade-offs between security, functionality, and privacy. These trade-

ffs often focus on balancing the system’s ability to use infor-

ation, authenticate and establish trust in users, and hide sensi-

ive user information. Since IoT devices often record large amounts

f personal information, users need to understand what is being

ecorded, how it is being used, who it is available to, and who has

ontrol of it. This information is critical as IoT devices that are de-

loyed by casual users and these systems become more connected

o cloud-based services that the user seldom has significant control

ver. 

.6. Programming models, evaluation 

Due to the diverse nature of the IoT, there has been a variety of

pproaches to programming IoT applications. For IoT applications

nd services that are focused on edge devices, and work within

 single control domain, e.g., a factory or machine, programming

odels tend to exploit the principles of real time and embedded

omputing. For general-purpose applications such as Smart Build-

ngs, or Smart Cities [26] , researchers have explored the use of

entralized cloud based programming models with traditional syn-

hronous and asynchronous APIs [27] as well as more distributed

pproaches such as Cloudlets or Fog Computing. 

One promising approach recently explored by the research com-

unity is the use of data-flow programming models to process

treams of events from IoT devices asynchronously. To accommo-

ate the distributed nature of IoT applications, Distributed Data-

low (DDF) has been proposed as a potential solution and is cur-

ently an active research area [28] . Reactive Programming, also

uilt on a data-flow model, has recently gained traction in the IoT

ommunity with various research groups exploring dynamic and

unctional variants in the search for a general purpose IoT pro-

ramming model. 

. Contributions on this special issue 

This special issue includes fourteen contributions covering a

ide subset of the IoT research areas discussed in Section 2 . The
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the accepted papers on IoT research areas. 
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elected papers have been chosen among forty-four submissions

rom around the globe and after a rigorous review process with

wo rounds of reviews by the Guest Editors and several expert re-

iewers. The accepted papers confirm the increasing interest by the

esearch community in this field. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of

he accepted papers across the research areas discussed in the pre-

ious section. 

This special issue opens with a set of surveys that provide an

verview of the current solutions in various IoT research areas.

pecifically, [29] focuses on the middleware platforms currently

vailable for IoT, and identifies the key features and missing func-

ionality of the most representative platforms. In [30] , the authors

eport a systematic literature review of the integration of the IoT

ith Cloud Computing. Alongside their classification, the authors

dentify numerous open challenges and potential directions that

an be relevant for future research in this field. In [31] , the authors

resent an extensive survey of the technologies used for detecting

ndoor daily indoor activities, and provide a taxonomy for activity

ecognition. 

A second set of papers deals with communication issues from

ifferent technological perspectives. In [32] , the authors inves-

igate the feasibility of multimedia communication in resource-

onstrained devices, and propose an application solution that

xploits Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) to enable efficient streaming

ervices. In [33] , interference problems caused by adjacent chan-

els in WiFi-based WLANs are discussed, and the authors present

n interference-aware self-optimizing (IASO) WiFi solution to mit-

gate the above issues. Congestion problems that may arise when

 large number of IoT devices try to connect to the network are

nvestigated in [34] . Specifically, the authors propose a novel LTE

plink scheduler that controls the congestion level dynamically

ased on traffic information as well as the allocations logs avail-

ble on the device. The last paper in this group proposes a routing

rotocol where paths are determined based on content [35] . The

ain idea is to create application-specific overlay trees based on

he content, and to route correlated data to intermediate nodes

o increase data aggregation while reducing network congestion

nd latency. Notably, the paper illustrates the integration of the

roposed solution with the IETF RPL protocol. 

Two papers explore the efficient integration of the Informa-

ion Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm with the IoT and treat this

merging research direction from different perspectives. Specifi-

ally, paper [36] proposes an ICN-based communication solution

o retrieve the resources available within a local area network.

he key role is assumed by the gateway, which is responsible

or resource naming and acts as a proxy translating incoming re-

ources requests into ICN messages. The proposed solution is to-

ally compliant with the European Telecommunications Standards In-
titute (ETSI) M2M specifications, thus enabling remote applications

o access the resources available within the local area network. The

uthors of [37] focus on efficient and flexible mechanisms to im-

rove service discovery in the IoT. To this end, they propose a sys-

em based on Named Data Networking that is enriched with se-

antic similarity techniques to deal with the significant and grow-

ng diversity of the service descriptions. The discovery brokerage

nd the semantic matching engine are the two entities designed

o match the incoming queries to the available services. 

Novel flexible software frameworks for the easy development,

ntegration, and communication of IoT devices and applications are

he subjects of papers [38] and [39] . Specifically, the authors of

38] propose a new programming model for the Arduino platform

hat enables the integration and management of multiple micro-

ontrollers over numerous communication channel (e.g., socket

onnections, bridging, MQTT-based publish-subscribe messaging). 

he platform presented in [39] provides software tools to develop

oT fault-tolerant applications while supporting the heterogeneity

f IoT devices. It relies on the Erlang programming language that

elps programmers to write concise code with a relatively low de-

ugging and maintenance effort. 

This special issue also includes two papers that deal with secu-

ity and privacy issues. Paper [40] proposes a hybrid access con-

rol system that integrates WNSs with the Internet under the IoT

mbrella. Specifically, as the two environments are characterized

y different crypto-systems, the proposal relies on the adoption

f a heterogeneous cryptosystem and a signcryption solution that

nables a seamless and secure communication. The implementa-

ion and experimental evaluation of a lightweight multi-OS secu-

ity platform is the focus of paper [41] . The proposed solution, de-

igned for IoT smart parking applications, relies on Zero Knowledge

roof protocols to hide sensitive user information while guarantee-

ng proper authentication, and on Elliptic Curve Cryptography to

educe the computational burden. 

Finally, paper [42] explores the application of the IoT to the

-health space, proposing a system that employs face recognition

nd facial expression analysis techniques to determine the emo-

ional state of patients and provide them the correct in-home

reatment. 
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